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Abstract 

Developing computer technologies and a network of persistently growing size put 

massive hosts and transmission devices in a vast network at increasingly higher risks. Log 

information of various devices can facilitate the detection of intrusion and attacks. Log 

information from a single data source is, however, with limitations. The analysis results 

cannot precisely reflect the current network situation if log information in a single data 

source is analyzed without correlation to analysis of log information from different data 

sources. To better demonstrate network situation, this paper proposes an improved event 

scenario correlation method for multi-source log analysis via researching on numerous 

existing data fusion methods and event correlation methods as well as integration of 

conventional event scenario correlation (ESC) method with fuzzy reasoning. 

Experimental results prove that the proposed method significantly reduces the False 

Positive rate (FP rate) and False Negative rate (FN rate) of security logs. 

 

Keywords: security log information, data fusion, event correlation, fuzzy reasoning 

 

1. Introduction 

Analysis of log information on an individual device can no longer reflect actual 

network security status, considering such a complex network and various cyberattacks. It 

is imperative to correlate and fuse relatively independent log information on multiple 

devices in order to fully understand the situation of the current network. Therefore, NSSA 

(Network Security Situational Awareness) Error! Reference source not found. can be 

better realized.  

Different data structures of those multi-source logs, however, make the correlation and 

fusion processes difficult. In the process of multi-source security log analysis, there are 

mainly the following issues: 

(1) Different data structures of the multi-source-log information: The security logs used 

for multi-source log analysis, are different not only in data formats, but also in the way of 

storage. Some of the log information can be easily understood, but others are not. 

Therefore, understand all the log field clearly to make a comprehensive analysis of these 

heterogeneous logs is the points for multi-source log analysis. 

(2) Large amount of log data for multi-source-log analysis: Logs in each single sensor 

can be accumulated into a large amount of information over time. When logs from the 

various sensors gather, the total amount can be tremendous. So, how to extract and 

process useful logs effectively is also a major issue. 

(3) Data alignment: Content of logs from different sensors is produced according to the 

parameters of the equipment settings, which means, to make a comprehensive analysis of 
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them is required to put multi-source logs in the same parameter system. Then reducing 

and merging of the attribute as well as data alignment are the points for multi-source log 

analysis. 

(4) Contradictory information: Functions of sensors vary, so as measured on the same 

network environment, false information generated by noise may result in conclusions 

from different sensors in stark contrast to each other. Therefore, how to deal with the false 

information and fuse the right information effectively is an issue to be solved. 

This paper, accordingly, proposes the idea and theoretical research on the application 

of fuzzy reasoning clustering in log analysis. In this paper, event scenario correlation 

method combined with fuzzy reasoning is defined together with its algorithm description.  

This paper compares the improved event scenario correlation method to both single-log 

alarm correlation method and conventional event scenario correlation (ESC) method. As 

the experimental results reveal, event scenario correlation method combined with fuzzy 

reasoning significantly reduces FN rate and FP rate.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. 

Section 3 illustrates the preliminaries. Section 4 proposes the mathematic model of multi-

source security log fusion based on fuzzy reasoning. Section 5 presents the improved 

event scenario correlation method (event scenario correlation method combined with 

fuzzy reasoning) in detail. Section 6 conducts experiments and presents analyses. Finally, 

Section 7 gives conclusions and looks into future work.  

 

2. Related Work 

This section summarizes research work related to data fusion and event correlation.  

 

2.1 Data Fusion 

Multi-source information fusion is also called multi-source data fusion or multi-sensor 

information fusion. The technology can be concluded as below: Realize the evaluation 

and decision process via automatic analysis and processing of information in selected 

multiple sensors in a time sequence with existing computer techniques. It can be 

described as the processing of multi-source information. The core content (Error! 

Reference source not found.) of multi-source information fusion is how to coordinate 

the relations between various information types and integrate them.  

In the past decade of research practice, domestic and foreign specialists have gradually 

encapsulated the following representative data fusion methods (Error! Reference source 

not found.-Error! Reference source not found.):  

(1) Weighted Voting: No training is required for datasets. Weighted value is calculated 

as per the majority voting rule. This method, however, fails to categorize performance 

variances of various attack types.  

(2) Bayesian Methodology: Multi-sensor data is calculated in training computing via 

prior probability and conditional probability. Finally, the maximum result of posterior 

probability is selected as the fusion output.   

(3) D-S Evidence Theory Method: This method is mainly applied in data, for which no 

prior probability nor conditional probability can be established, to convert objects to sets 

and resolve uncertain problems by establishing correspondence between sets and 

propositions.  

(4) Fuzzy Logical Method: Sample fuzzy attributes in multi-source data. Find 

similarity via classification analysis and get output. 

(5) Neural Network Method: Data is processed concurrently and synchronously. 

Learning is realized with the self-organization of the system. Sub-neurons not only store 

and process information but also accept fuzzy, analog, and random information.  
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(6) Cluster Analysis Method: It is a process of similar objects to get together and each 

type of similar objects forms a cluster. This analysis method is to analyze differences and 

similarity between data types.  

(7) Synthetical Average Method: It is to get the output by calculating the average 

weighted of multi-source data.  

See Table 1 for summarization and comparison of various data fusion methods.  

Table 1. Various Data Fusion Methods Are Summarized and Compared 

Data fusion 
method 

Operating 
environment 

Information 
type 

Presentation 
of 

information 

Uncertainty Fusion 
Technique 

Applicable 
Scope  

Weighted 
average 

Dynamic Redundant Original 
recording 
value 

Weighted 
average 

Weighted 
average 

Fundamental 
data fusion 

Kalman 
filtering 

Dynamic Redundant Probability 
distribution 
 

Gaussian 
noise 

System 
simulation 
filtering 

Fundamental 
data fusion 

Bayesian 
estimation 

Static Redundant Probability 
distribution 
 

Gaussian 
noise 

Bayesian 
estimation 

Fundamental 
data fusion 

Statistical 
decision 
theory 

Static Redundant 
and 
complementa
ry 

Probability 
distribution 
 

Cumulative 
noise 

Extremum 
decision 

High-level data 
fusion 

Evidence 
reasoning 
method 

Static Redundant 
and 
complementa
ry 

Proposition  Logical 
reasoning 

High-level data 
fusion 

Fuzzy 
reasoning 

Static Redundant 
and 
complementa
ry 

Proposition Membership Logical 
reasoning 

High-level data 
fusion 

Neural 
network 

Static 
/dynamic 

Redundant 
and 
complementa
ry 

Neuron input Learning 
error 

Neural 
network 

Fundamental/hi
gh-level 
Data fusion 

Production 
rule 

Static Redundant 
and 
complementa
ry 

Proposition Confidence 
factor 

Logical 
reasoning 

High-level data 
fusion 

 

2.2 Event Correlation Methods  

Currently, massive log information analysis researches have been continuously 

proposed various event correlation methods, among which common ones are divided into 

three categories (Error! Reference source not found.-Error! Reference source not 

found.):  

(1)Establish a database according to specialist knowledge. Match and then conduct 

correlation analysis of alarms according to previous attack sequences in the database.  

(2)Define attack similarity for various attack types to identify if attacks are of the same 

type.  

(3)Establish correlation by judging the possible prerequisites and subsequent results for 

the generation of an attack event.  

The first method is efficient but with more limitations. This is because the attack 

sequences used in matching are determined by specialist knowledge in the database. In 

case of persistent new attack types, this method turns inefficient. There will be a large 

number of missing correlation results.   
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The second method calculates similarity only according to attack definition. It can 

generate fusion results for alarms but may cause large errors due to value selection in the 

similarity calculation.  

The third method is much more flexible than the first one. It correlates alarms 

according to prerequisite sets and result sets, without prior input of specialist knowledge 

with all attack sequences. This method, of course, has its limitations. Correlation results 

are subject to the definition of prerequisite sets and result sets.  

This paper aims at algorithm improvement based on the third method after comparison 

between the three above mentioned methods. Based on the third method, new definitions 

are added to reduce edge attributes and improve efficiency. In addition, heterogeneous 

multi-source log data is fused in formalized expression with fuzzy reasoning. Event 

correlation efficiency and accuracy are improved together with the fusion of security log 

information.  

 

3. Preliminaries  
 

3.1 Definition of Multi-source Security Log Fusion  

According to descriptions of multi-sensor information fusion in various literature, this 

paper defines multi-source information fusion with security log as its research object as 

below: Multi-source security log information fusion indicates the method to decide and 

assess network situation via integrated analysis and processing of heterogeneous log 

information in various sensors, screening and filtering of various attributes in various logs, 

as well as integration of comprehensive information. In this method, network situation 

can be judged and threats can be evaluated rapidly and completely.  

 

3.2 Basic Ideas of Fuzzy Reasoning  

The mathematical description of a fuzzy set is as follows: For a known discourse 

domain X, if there is a fuzzy set N, then any x ∈ X. There must be a [0, 1] number ρN(x) 

to describe the membership of fuzzy set N in the discourse domain. It can be represented 

as ρN：X→[0, 1], x→ρN(x).The value of ρN(x) determines if x belongs to set N. The 

closer to 1 the value is, the more possible x belongs to set N (Error! Reference source 

not found.). 

According to fuzzy set theory overview, uncertain object attributes can be expressed as 

fuzzy sets in the variable domain. Therefore, correlation degree in the correlation of 

events can be calculated according to the distribution probability of various attributes in 

the value domain. Form fuzzy relation in discourse domain with rules formed by 

prerequisites or results in linguistic variables. Define an operator μ as a part of the fuzzy 

relation for expression. In formalized expression, it will be: 

 

R:X×Y→[0, 1] : (x, y)→μ(W(x), M(y)), μ(x, y)∈  X×Y 

 

For example, a rule in the fuzzy relation between discourse domains X and Y is: if Q is 

W, then Z is M.Q and Z in the rule are variables in discourse domains X and Y. W and M 

are fuzzy sets in the discourse domains. Fuzzy relation R can be regarded as the 

possibility that Z is y when Q is x.  

 

3.3 Definitions of Event Scenario Correlation  

The following definitions are required in the correlation of attack alarms in logs:  

Definition 1: Define a triple TRI = (work, pre, res), in which work represents the set of 

all attribute names in a log event. Different attribute names are correspondent to different 

values, while pre and res respectively represent the prerequisite set for an event to happen 
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and the result set of the event to happen. To analyze an attack event, bringing the event 

into the triple. Event is correspondent to work. If the attack event succeeds, its 

prerequisite pre must be true. If the event is judged to be successful, the result event res 

can be true.  

For example, launch an SYN FLOOD attack against the host device and send massive 

connection requests of false source addresses to the host to consume host resources and 

result in DoS (Denial of Service) by host server or the network. This attack in formalized 

language is : 

 

Synflood-Dosa=({IP, Port}, synfloodattack(IP)∧Exist(IP), {Dosa}) 

 

In the language, IP and Port respectively represent IP address and port number of host 

being attacked. If the attack succeeds, the prerequisite is that there is a host with IP 

address IP under the SYN FLOOD attack. If the attack succeeds, a possible result is the 

occurrence of server DoS.  

Definition 2: Define an instance w (sub-set of work) of work in the specified triple. 

Each group in the triple has a period with a start time s_t and an end time e_t.  For the 

example in Definition 1, the SYN FLOOD attack against the host can be expressed in a 

formalized way as : 

 

Synflood-Dosa=({10.250.95.46,2336}, synfloodattack(10.250.95.46)∧Exist(10.250.95.46) 

, {Dosa(10.250.95.46) }).  

 

Above mentioned information in formalized expression can be understood as the 

correlation logical combination of an attack event. According to analysis of a part of the 

logs, the recorded information is an individual attack event. However, such independent 

attack events can be categorized into a series of events with s_t and e_t added.   

Definition 3: Represent the verb set of the prerequisite set and result set in the triple 

TRI with P(TRI)(R(TRI)).For the example in Definition 1, it can be expressed as  

 

P(Synflood-Dosa)={synfloodattack(10.250.95.46)∧Exist(10.250.95.46)} 

, C(Synflood-Dosa)={Dosa(10.250.95.46)}. 

 

In the processing of the two instances w1 and w2,  r∈ R for all results in between the 

start and end time, If conditions p∈ P(w2) and R(w1) can be met when p can be launched 

via the set of verbs in R, then w1 can be prepared for w2. An example can be defined as 

below:  

 

Synflood-Dosa=({10.250.95.46,2336}, synfloodattack(10.250.95.46)∧Exist(10.250.95.46) 

, {Dosa(10.250.95.46)})  

 

is an event. Besides, 

 

ping =({10.250.95.46, 2336}, pingattack(10.250.95.46)∧Exist(10.250.95.46) 

, {shut down(10.250.95.46)}) 

 

is another event. When the time of a ping attack event encounters the time of a SYN 

FLOOD attack event, it can be found in the verb combination that there is an item about 

the attack against the same IP address in both events. The two events can be, in a 

specified period, judged as two correlated events.  
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4. Mathematic Model of Multi-source Security Log Fusion based on 

Fuzzy Reasoning  

Multi-source fuzzy fusion is to introduce alarms collected from various sensors to the 

membership function in set theory according to their attributes and influence weight, and 

divide unclear boundaries between false positive, false negative and useful information 

using the concepts of membership function and fuzzy relation matrix in set theory, in 

order to reduce alarm (to be fused) quantity and improve the fusion accuracy of multi-

source log information. This paper, with reference to existing fuzzy reasoning clustering 

methods, proposes the mathematic model of multi-source log fusion based on fuzzy 

reasoning clustering.  

The raw data matrix is established, with log attributes as the characterization index of 

samples, as well as historical log alarm information template in the database and sample 

alarm information in the world of experience as sample space. With the setting of m 

number of samples and n number of attribute indexes, the raw data matrix is as follows:  

 

11 1

1

n

m mn

a a

a a

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                      

(1) 

 

In the formula, aij (1≤i≤m, 1≤j≤n) represents the membership function value of the i
th
 

sample under the j
th
 index. Calculate the meanYj and standard deviation σj of each index. 

The formula is as follows:   

 

j

1

1 m

ij

i

Y a
m 

  ; 
2

j

1

1
( )

1

m

j ij

i

a Y
m




 

 (1≤  j ≤n) 

 

Merge the original data matrices to get the fuzzy sets A=(a'ij)m×n of the sample space at the 

n number of attribute indexes：  

 

j' ij

ij

j

a Y
a




                                                                                                                              

(2) 

 

Then the fuzzy similarity matrix R=(rij)m×n at discourse domain A can be determined： 

 

1 ( , )ij i jr d x x                                                                                                                        

(3) 

 

In the formula, (x , x )i jd
 
is the Euclidean distance between xi and xj. The calculation 

formula is as follows: 

 

2

1

(x , x ) ( )
m

i j ik jk

k

d x x
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In the formula, Xi is the fuzzy set of the i
th
 sample at the n

th
 index. 

Next, determine the weight factor β. Reliability will be questioned if the weight is 

determined only according to experience or qualitative setting. Therefore, coincident 

matrix method is adopted to compare all factors in a paired comparison method but not in 

a direct comparison of all factors. Relative scale is adopted in comparison between 

different attributes to reduce difficulty and improve accuracy.  

Calculation method of weight factors: Assume that sample x contains n number of 

attributes c1, c2, c3, …, cn. Compare the attributes in a paired comparison method 

according to the fusion rules as per the formula below to get weighted values B= (β1, β2, 

β3, …, βn) : 

 

1

1 1

n

ij

j

i n n

ij

i j

x

x




 






                                                                                                                          

(4) 

 

Finally，It can be represented with the weighted average model with fuzzy evaluation 

that can cover all factors:  

 

BRV                                                                                                                                   

(5) 

iji

n

1i

j rβv 


( j =1, 2, 3,...,n)                                                                                                  

(6) 

 

5. Event scenario Correlation Method Combined with Fuzzy Reasoning  
 

5.1 Calculation of Correlation Similarity 

This paper selects the following five attributes for the calculation of correlation 

similarity:  timestamp, source/destination IP address, port, protocol and event type. The 

weights of five attributes are calculated according to formula (1-6), respectively 

represented by B1, B2, B3, B4, and B5.  

Define e0 to represent the event information in the current period and E={e1,e2,e3,...,en}  

to represent historical event information. ei.time represents the time when an event 

happens, ei.sip and ei.dip represent the source and destination IP addresses when an event 

happens, ei.port represents the port number of an event, ei.protocol represents the protocol 

of an event, ei.type represents the type of event. 

 

(1) Time Similarity 

There is an interval between two events. When two events (e0, e1) happened in an 

interval shorter than the specified minimum interval (as |ei.time-e0.time|<Tmin), time 

similarity ai1 gets the value 1.  When two events happened in an interval longer than the 

specified minimum interval, |ei.time-e0.time|>Tmax judges that the two events do not 

correlate with each other. Similarity ai1 gets the value 0. When two events happened in an 

interval in between the specified minimum interval and maximum interval(as 

Tmin<|ei.time-e0.time|<Tmax), similarity ai1 gets the value (Tmax－|ei.time-e0.time|)/(Tmax－
Tmin). 
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(2) Source/Destination IP Address Similarity  

The similarity of source/destination IP address between two events is represented with 

ai2. The calculation is as follows:   
 

2
32

ia



 

 

In the formula,   means that e0.sip & ei.sip have the same left-to-right subnet mask 

mantissa digits as e0.dip & ei.dip.  

 

(3) Port Similarity 

Port similarity is represented with ai3. When the port number of the current event 

information is identical to that of the event in the historical template, the similarity value 

is 1. Otherwise, the similarity value is 0.   

 

(4) Protocol Similarity 

Protocol similarity is represented with ai4. When the protocol of the current event 

information is identical to that adopted in the information in the historical template, the 

similarity value is 1. Otherwise, the similarity value is 0. Protocols include common ones 

such as TCP, UDP, ICMP, HTTP, FTP, and so on.  

 

(5) Event Type Similarity 

Event type similarity is represented with ai5. When the type of event information is 

identical to the type of information in the historical template, the similarity value is 1. 

Otherwise, the similarity value is 0. Main event types include various alarms and so on.  

Introduce membership functions in the five similarity types to the matrix (1) in Section 

4 to get membership function matrix, and then get fuzzy similarity matrix via merging and 

vector distance calculation of formulae (2) and (3). Get the final quantitative results via 

formulae (4) and (5) according to the assigned weight factors vj=


n

i 1

βi·rij(j=1, 2, , n). 

According to the maximum membership degree principle, assume that vk=max{v1, v2, v3,..., 

vk}(1≤k≤n). Compare current events with those in historical event template one by one. If 

the probability of e0 and ek belong to the same type of alarms is the largest, merging e0 and 

ek into the same alarm type.  

 

5.2 Log Data Fusion based on Fuzzy Clustering  

After a series of preprocessing and rule library information matching of original log 

data, conduct fuzzy clustering of alarm events. See Figure 1 for the detailed process. 
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Input: new alarm event A={a1,a2,a3,...,an}, historical event template E={e1,e2,e3,...,en}

Output: fusion event Y={y1,y2,y3,...,yn}

01  C←Φ Make set C null.  

02  C← E assign historical event template to set C.  

03  For each ai∈A Do 

04  vi←Va(ai) Calculate the membership of event ai to the historical event template E.  

05  If  vi≥ehatm Then 

06  C = C

07  Else C = C ∪{ai}

08  End if

09  End for

10  Y←C

11  Return Y

Figure 1. Detailed Process to Conduct Fuzzy Clustering of Alarm Events 

Thresholds can be set flexibly according to the actual alarms in the on-site environment 

and the actually detected FP rate and FN rate. Once the threshold of the current event is 

larger than the preset one, it can be identified that the current event is greatly correlated to 

an event in the historical event template and can be merged into the same alarm type as 

that template. Meanwhile, the current alarm event will be updated in the database. 

Different information will be recorded in information sheets of correlated alarms. Once 

the threshold of the current event is smaller than the preset one, it can be identified that 

the current event does not have alarm events in the historical event template that meet 

relevant membership, i.e. the current event is a new malicious event. New alarm and 

alarm quantity will be added to the database. New alarm information will be updated in 

the historical event template. A feedback will be returned and a new alarm will be 

generated.  

To better filter factors of various sets, destination sets are divided into multiple fuzzy 

levels. Data with fuzzy level divided of membership degree [0, 1] can fully match the 

value conditions of the fuzzy system and form a good statistical support to the fuzzy 

system.  
 

5.3 Improvement of Correlation Algorithm with Fuzzy Clustering 

The conventional log event correlation calculation seeks the correlation of different 

events in correlation methods and judges whether events belong to the same attack/alarm 

sequence according to correlation degree. A threshold for correlation degree will be set 

before the start of correlation. If the correlation degree of two events that are correlated in 

a correlation method is higher than the threshold, then they belong to the same 

attack/alarm sequence. If the correlation degree is lower than the threshold, new events 

will be defined and recorded. The expected final result is that the similarity of events from 

the same attack/alarm sequence is above the threshold and that of events not from the 

sequence is below the threshold. However, similarity of completely irrelevant events may 

be judged as above the threshold due to errors in correlation. This paper aims at reducing 

the uncertainty of edge events by introducing fuzzy reasoning to event correlation. It will 

better reduce alarm redundancy and add limitations into the judgment of event correlation. 

There are numerous events in log information. However, not all events can be 

correlated. Some of them are independent events. So, force correlation is not 

recommended, and limitation measures should be introduced to make the model more 

effective. In model design, correlated or not is a judgment entry. The newly added 
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definition determines that whether this event is in correlation processing with another one 

or not. 

New Definition: Add a judgment time difference T between events. When two 

different events w1 and w2 happened, record their event time T1 and T2. The time 

difference concept is used to judge whether to correlate the events or not. If correlation is 

required, the time difference ｜T1-T2｜between events w1 and w2  must be smaller than 

the preset judgment time difference T.  

Introduce the fuzzy set concept: 

In the correlation of events recorded in log information, some correlation conditions 

cannot be met in direct correlation of all events. This will influence the results. Thus, this 

paper adopts fuzzy reasoning to weaken set boundaries. See Figure 2 for the details of the 

improved algorithm with fuzzy reasoning integrated into correlation. 
 

Required databases:  WorkL, RulesL and LogL. 

Required inputs: time interval TI, start time s_t, and end time e_t. 

Required results: event correlation results WCR. 

(1) Pre-process collected original data according to the required standard format.

(2) Store multi-source log data in log database LogL.

(3) Categorize and number various log events.

(4) Find all events in the scope of s_t and e_t by search.

(5) Number the earliest event s_id and the last event e_id.  

(6) Have fuzzy clustering of each group of attributes of log data with the fuzzy clustering algorithm, 

         divide them into several fuzzy sets, and set thresholds according to the network environment.  

(7)  Set TypeID according to the preset thresholds. 

(8) Initialize input data and libraries: Log_id←s_id. LogL←ɸ.WCR←ɸ.  

(9) Judge←Flase. (Judge is the flag bit to judge that the information with event ID w_id may be 

        an independent event and should be added to another separate JudgeL library.)

(10)For Log2_id←Log1_id +1  to  log_id  and LogLog2_id .workTime – LogLog1_id .workTime ≤ TI 

(11)Number TypeID’s and WorkL’s of various origins in data sources with WorkTypeID’s.

(12)For each rule in rule library R Ri(i←1 to r_num)

         If ( Ri.pre_id = WW1_id .workTypeID and Ri.res_id=WW2_id.workTypeID)   then 
                { ADD ordered pair <W1_id, W2_id>
                 , ADD E to ResL
                 , and Judge←True
                 , break }  
            If(Judge=False)  then 
                ADD  WW_id To JudgeLab.   

(13)W_id++, 

         if(W_id<=w_id)   then
             goto(3) 
         Else
             goto  (5); 

(14)The final output is the alarm attack correlation result (WCR) formed together by result correlation 

         database ResL and isolated event library JudgeL. 

Figure 2. Detailed Process of the Improved Algorithm 
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6. Experiments and Analysis  

This section conducts experiments on VAST2013 dataset and presents analyses.  

 

6.1. Dataset Description 

This paper selects heterogeneous information, such as host logs, snort logs, and switch 

logs, as data sources as well as select datasets in the international standard dataset 

VAST2013 as validation sets and test sets, in order to realize a more accurate evaluation 

of network security situation.  

In an established testing environment, attacks against hosts and switches in the testing 

network are simulated from both external network and LAN. Attacks consist of the 

following types: 

SYNFlood Attack: Launch attacks against hosts respectively from the internal LAN in 

the experimental environment and the external network.  

ARP Attack: Launch attacks against switches from the internal LAN in the 

experimental environment.  

UDPFlood Attack: Launch attacks respectively against hosts and switches from the 

internal LAN in the experimental environment and the external network.  

TCP Concurrent Attack: Launch attacks against switches inside the internal LAN in the 

experimental environment.  

ICMPFlood Attack: Launch attacks respectively against hosts from the internal LAN in 

the experimental environment and the external network.  

GET Request Attack: Launch attacks respectively against hosts from the internal LAN 

in the experimental environment and the external network.  
 

6.2. Experimental Results and Analysis  

The simulation attack experiment lasts for five days. In the period, 102,541 pieces of 

logs are collected. Among these logs, there are 48,356 pieces of logs collected by the 

Snort intrusion detection system. 17,249 pieces are Linux host logs. 32,526 pieces are 

Windows host logs. 4,410 pieces are switch logs. See Figure 3 for the details. Y-axis of 

Figure 3 is the number of attacks. 
 

 

Figure 3. Quantity Statistics of the Log Information 
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The statistical analysis of all traffic data covers from addresses of each device to their 

input and output packet data, as well as their input and output byte number. See Table 2 

for the details.  

Table 2. Traffic Statistics of Different IP Addresses 

Device IP address Input packets Output packets Input bytes Output bytes 

10.250.95.18 13865 18172 1358401 8679035 

10.250.95.46 17429 23356 1803326 12428017 

10.250.95.77 14658 16489 1092365 15087641 

192.168.24.11 24388 26138 5208265 39212754 

192.168.24.85 21904 23746 4639134 24603719 

192.168.24.96 27565 25371 6530026 27142526 

 

After format unification as well as attribute reduction and filtering of collected original 

data, Figure 4 illustrates the results of direct and separate analysis of log information from 

various sensors without the proposed event correlation method. Y-axis of Figure 4 is the 

percentage of FP rate and FN rate. 
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Figure 4. Results of Single Sensor 

Figure 5 illustrates the analysis results of data using event scenario correlation 

combined with fuzzy reasoning. Y-axis of Figure 5 is the percentage of FP rate and FN 

rate. 
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Figure 5. Results of Using the Proposed Event Correlation Method 

See Table 3 for the comparison between experimental results in conventional event 

scenario correlation method and the event scenario correlation method combined with 

fuzzy reasoning. 

Table 3. Comparison between Experimental Results in the Conventional 
Correlation Method and the Improved Correlation Method 

Attacks Improved correlation method General correlation method 

FP rate FN rate FP rate FN rate 

SYNFlood  2.286% 1.355% 3.325% 1.652% 

ARP 2.793% 1.852% 3.973% 2.178% 

UDPFlood  2.817% 1.264% 4.168% 1.442% 

TCP Concurrent 3.148% 1.471% 3.840% 1.586% 

ICMPFlood  4.351% 0.837% 6.007% 1.305% 

GET Request 1.668% 0.538% 2.461% 0.693% 

 

According to the experimental results, FP rate and FN rate are significantly improved 

in the event scenario correlation method combined with fuzzy reasoning. The reason is as 

follows: Compared to single log information source, fuzzy clustering fusion based on 

event correlation analysis can integrate features of multiple logs, interpret security events 

in a more complete way, and unearth the connection hidden behind events.  In addition, 

event scenario correlation method combined with fuzzy reasoning has, compared to 

conventional event scenario alarming correlation methods, better boundary judgment of 

events with pairwise correlation and fusion. It also reduces uncertainty of edge events. 

Thus, it is more effective to distinguish correlatable events and non-correlatable events as 

well as repeatable events and independent events.  
 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper studies the categorization of multi-source log fusion methods and compares 

existing fusion methods. According to log features, this paper proposes the event scenario 
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correlation method combined with fuzzy reasoning by integrating fuzzy clustering in the 

conventional event scenario correlation method. According to tests in an experimental 

environment, it is verified that the proposed method can reduce the False Positive rate and 

False Negative rate (FN rate).  

In future research, it is imperative to test and verify the method in a larger-scale 

network since the established testing network environment is different from the large-

scale network in the world of experience.  
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